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RELAXED LECTURES 
 
Silver-tongued: Verena Rein's Feature "The Liberation of 
Sound" on DVD 
 
Tense sound, a result of forced singing, makes an 
appearance in the opera- and concert world again and again. 
Many singers, whether misguided or sophomoric, try to give 

more vocally than they have to offer, with the result that they transmit only the 
hardship of singing, not the music. 
 
There is no shortage of systematic efforts by responsible pedagogues to put an end 
to this grievance. Innovative and worthwhile is, in my opinion, the method which 
bulgarian tenor, pedagogue, and voice physiologist Peter Gougaloff, longstanding 
ensemble member at the Deutsche Oper Berlin - an impressive Radames, even in 
retirement age! - developed and imparted to his students. Soprano Verena Rein, who 
in recent years has made her name through eclectic and ambitious recital programs, 
builds on this method and has now attempted, with overall success, to introduce 
them to the broader public in the form of a feature film. 
 
In a single word, it deals with the so-called "tongue-technique". Standing against the 
traditional viewpoint that the tongue should lie flat in the mouth while singing, 
Gougaloff and his student Verena Rein maintain that one should sing with an arched 
tongue to produce a freer sound. The tongue functions as a guide for the sound while 
singing; with its help, one is able to guide the sound into respective resonating 
spaces, as well as comfortably negotiate registers. 
 
In the two-hour film, Verena Rein demonstrates this technique with several pupils. 
The voice lessons are supplemented through a performance-training approach 
developed by the pedagogue, in which she addresses the attempt to unify voice and 
body language. Voice-technical language is explained through discreet overlays. 
Three musical examples (Arsace's aria from "Semiramide", Susanna's rose-aria, and 
Brahms' Lied "Liebe und Frühling") document the mid-stages of the work in progress. 
The lectures are broken up by delightfully casual statements by the students, who 
show that they don't blindly swallow the imparted technique, but are able to reflect on 
it. 
 
This documentation is not merely a guidebook in film form for vocal insiders, but a 
lively feature about the adventure of singing, which can be constantly understood by 
interested amateurs. This is a credit to the presentational form, and above all, to 
teacher and moderator Verena Rein, who possesses not only professional 
competence, but an impressive communicative talent. She speaks eloquently, 
without falling into lecture-mode, adopts a relaxed dialogue with her students, and 
casually includes the viewer in her teaching process. 
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